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Abstract 

Hydrolysis reaction of nucleotide triphosphate, ATP and GTP in particular, has been 

widely found as regulatory machinery for protein functional expression in the cell. 

Nonetheless, the microscopic mechanisms for functional regulations via the chemical 

reactions are mostly elusive so far, due to technical difficulty of both experimental 

observations and conventional theoretical simulations. We addressed the problem by 

examining the conjecture that Coulomb repulsion interaction between products, 

ADP/GDP and inorganic phosphate (Pi), execute the mechanical works upon the system. 

GTP hydrolysis reaction for Ras-GTP-GAP system was effectively simulated in the 

framework of classical atomistic molecular dynamic simulations by switching force field 

parameters between the reactant and product systems. We observed transient increase of 

kinetic energy of GDP and Pi, and the neighboring functional domains of Ras. One of 

such functional regions, P-loop, shows increase of nonbonded potential energy, which is 

retained even after gained kinetic energy is dissipated. This change is explained from 

rearrangement of hydrogen bonding between P-loop and GDP. Interestingly, even if 

increase of kinetic energy is suppressed, the above change is reproduced through GTP-

GDP conversion. This observation suggests that conversion of chemical species itself 

plays essential roles in regulation rather than transient heat generation via the hydrolysis 
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reactions. 
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Introduction 

Various ATPase and GTPase function to regulate cellular processes such as cell 

mobility1,2, molecular channeling and transporting3, protein synthesis4, signal 

transduction5,6 and so on. It has been widely known that the hydrolysis reactions of 

nucleotide triphosphate are essential steps for their functional expression, while it is not 

understood satisfactorily from the microscopic viewpoint how such chemical reactions 

generate mechanical works available for their functional expression. 

Knowledge for heat generation of several kcal/mol associated with the hydrolysis has 

been often remarked as the basis for physicochemical investigation for the molecular 

mechanism. Nonetheless, it should be noted that this macroscopic, thermodynamic 

quantity denotes total free energy balance of the reaction, which is obtained from 

accumulation of any energetic processes (microscopic heat generation, rearrangements of 

solvation shell and configurational change of biomacromolecules and so on), thus not 

necessarily explaining how generated work drives molecular dynamics of proteins. Thus 

microscopic mechanisms for work generation via these hydrolysis reactions are in general 

elusive. This is due to experimental difficulty to observe substantially fast, sub-

picosecond dynamics with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution.7,8  

Molecular simulations are expected as a technical counterpart because of the finer 
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temporal resolution combined with atomic resolution, while it should be noted that 

chemical reactions are still ‘rare events’ for conventional atomistic simulations. Actually, 

the reaction times of ATPase and GTPase are usually 1000-fold longer or more than the 

simulation time length accessible with available computational resources of today9. It is 

thus challenging to extend the dynamics of molecular systems to the time domain where 

such a fairly fast event occurs, by using brute-force MD simulation approaches. 

One example of GTPase proteins is rat sarcoma (Ras). This protein is a monomeric 

GTPase involved in regulation of cellular signal transduction and the reaction time of 

GTP hydrolysis by Ras is found around several seconds even under interaction with its 

own GTPase activation protein (GAP).10  

Considering the above circumstances, a feasible approach is to examine a specific 

physicochemical process, which is accessible by conventional molecular dynamic 

simulations and important to understand microscopic roles of the reaction process for 

mechanical work generation. 

The above observation reminds us of the conjecture that ADP and inorganic phosphate 

(Pi) (or GDP and Pi) obtain kinetic energy via Coulomb repulsion interaction between 

them, collide with neighboring chemical groups in proteins, and execute mechanical 

works upon the system.11 Since the estimated value of the work in this conjecture is as 
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much as a half of the heat generation via the hydrolysis reaction at maximum, examining 

this conjecture appears to give a clue to microscopically understand how the hydrolysis 

reaction generates mechanical work to drive functional expression of biomacromolecules. 

Meanwhile, to our best knowledge, there are no earlier studies to directly examine this 

conjecture. 

In the present study, we examine the above conjecture to give deeper physicochemical 

insights into microscopic events driven by hydrolysis of nucleotide triphosphate in 

protein systems. To verify the above conjecture, we focus on ‘switching force fields in 

molecular dynamics simulation’ method, referred to as SF2MD hereafter. This kind of 

methods was already applied to the myoglobin heme-CO dissociation reaction due to 

technical advantage of SF2MD in simple implementation to existing MD simulation 

packages and reasonable computational costs equal to classical MD simulations.12, 13 The 

earlier study considered break of single chemical bond between heme and CO and 

succeeded in revealing the microscopic heat transduction pathways.12  

We apply atomistic molecular dynamics simulations with SF2MD to GTP hydrolysis 

reaction of Ras-GTP-GAP system (Figure 1A). Upon considering hydrolysis of 

triphosphate nucleotide, firstly we extend the earlier SF2MD scheme to be applicable for 

complicated reaction process. Then we analyze the physicochemical processes via 
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relaxation of Coulomb repulsive interaction acting between GDP and Pi and investigate 

the effects on functional regions of Ras protein (Figure 1B). Finally, we discuss the 

essential roles of the hydrolysis reaction for the observed changes of this protein. 

 

 

 

Materials and Methods 

Simulation setup 

To calculate the forces acting among atoms, AMBER force field 14SB14, TIP3P water 

model15,16, and JC ion parameters adjusted for the TIP3P water model17,18 were applied 

for amino acid residues, water molecules, and ions, respectively. Nucleotide 

triphosphate/diphosphates (GDP/GTP) and Mg2+ were described by employing the force 

 

Figure 1. (A) Illustration of Ras-GTP-GAP complex and (B) magnified view of Ras 

and GTP. Ras and GAP proteins are represented with ribbon, while GTP is drawn by 

ball and stick. Functional region of Ras is highlighted with different colors as follows, 

yellow: P-loop; green: Switch-I; blue: Switch-II; red: -helix 3. 

(A) (B)
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field parameters developed by Meagher19 and Allnér20, respectively.  

We here considered doubly protonated inorganic phosphate (referred to as H2PO4
− or 

Pi, hereafter) as the product of GTP hydrolysis reaction, according to the earlier QM/MM 

studies21. Atomic charges of Pi were derived by employing RESP charge calculation with 

Hartree-Fock/6-31G* level of theory using Gaussian0922 (see Table S1 and Figure S1 for 

details). Other force field parameters of Pi were derived from general amber force field 

2.23 

All simulations were performed under the periodic boundary condition. Electrostatic 

interaction was treated by the Particle Mesh Ewald method, where the real space cutoff 

was set to 9 Å. The vibrational motions associated with hydrogen atoms were frozen by 

the SHAKE algorithm. The translational center-of-mass motion of the whole system was 

removed by every 500 steps to keep the whole system around the origin, avoiding the 

overflow of coordinate information from the MD trajectory format.  

 

Construction of Ras-GTP-GAP system 

We used the X-ray crystallographic structure of Ras-GDP-GAP complex (PDB entry: 

1WQ124) to construct a set of atomic coordinates for Ras-GTP-GAP system. Water 

molecules in the crystal and the bound Mg2+ were retained. The atomic coordinates of the 
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aluminum fluoride bound to Ras protein is employed to give those of -phosphate for the 

GTP system. N protonation state was employed for each of histidine residues, and all 

carboxyl groups in aspartate and glutamate residues were set to the deprotonated state. 

The one disulfide bond in GAP was formed according to the X-ray crystallography 

study24. The additional details for system construction are described in Supporting 

Information (see SI 1).  

 

MD simulations for structure relaxation 

Following temperature relaxation with NVT simulations, 20-ns NPT MD simulations 

(300 K, 1 bar) were performed and used for structural relaxation. The system temperature 

and pressure were regulated with Berendsen thermostat25 with a 5-ps of coupling constant 

and Berendsen barostat25 with a 0.1-ps coupling constant, respectively. A set of initial 

atomic velocities were randomly assigned from the Maxwellian distribution at 0.001 K at 

the beginning of the NVT simulations. The time step of integration was set to 2 fs. This 

simulation procedure was repeated fifty times by assigning different initial atomic 

velocities. Each of MD simulations was performed using the Amber 1726 GPU-version 

PMEMD module based on SPFP algorism27 with NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080Ti. The 

further technical details are given in Supporting Information (see SI 2). 
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MD simulation with switching force fields 

Each of 20-ns NPT simulation for structural relaxation is further extended for 106 ps 

under NVE condition, referred to as forward NVE simulation (f-NVE) hereafter. The 

snapshot structure obtained from the f-NVE is employed to construct Ras-GDP-GAP 

system by converting GTP and reactant water (WR) into GDP and Pi (The detailed 

procedure will be given in the following subsection).  

The generated Ras-GDP-GAP system is simulated for 106 ps under NVE condition, 

referred to as backward NVE simulation (b-NVE) hereafter. Except for Pi molecule, 

atomic velocities are taken over from the f-NVE, while velocity vector for each of atoms 

in Pi are set to zero vector. This treatment is due to rearrangement of chemical bonding 

for Pi and technical concern about anomalous increase of the kinetic energy via relaxation 

of Pi structure. A b-NVE is further extended for 20 ns under NVE condition.  

In f-NVE, atomic coordinates and velocities are recorded by 1 ps, 0.05 ps and 0.002 ps 

in the first 100 ps, next 5 ps and the last 1 ps, respectively. In b-NVE, atomic coordinates 

and velocities are recorded by 0.002 ps, 0.05 ps and 1 ps in the first 1 ps, next 5 ps and 

the last 100 ps, respectively. Finer output of trajectory information for 1-ps NVE 

simulations is aimed to analyze faster dynamics such as heat generation found in b-NVE. 
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We also performed similar NVE MD simulations for Ras-GTP-GAP system. The f-

NVE is simply extended by 106-ps plus 20-ns under NVE condition without GTP-GDP 

conversion. The atomic velocities for P in GTP and WR were set to zero at the timing of 

force field switchover. This velocity modification procedure is performed for consistency 

with simulations for Ras-GDP-GAP system. The 106-ps NVE MD simulation, which is 

then extended by 20 ns under NVE condition, is referred to as reference NVE simulation 

(r-NVE), hereafter. 

Each 106-ps NVE and the following 20-ns NVE simulations were performed by using 

the Amber 2028 CPU-version PMEMD module and GPU-version PMEMD module based 

on SPFP algorism27 with Tesla V100-PCIE, respectively. 

 

Rearrangement of atomic coordinates to construct reactant system  

The hydrolysis reaction accompanies both formation and breakage of chemical bonds 

between reactant molecules. We thus carefully treated such a complicated rearrangement 

of chemical bonds in contrast to the simple bond breakage discussed in the earlier studies 

12,13, where we employed QM/MM method to simulate chemical conversion from 

reactant(GTP + reactant water (WR)) to product (GDP + inorganic phosphate (Pi)). This 

technical modification should be useful to avoid anomalous steric crashes among atoms 
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in the product state and following unnatural heat generation unfavorably caused by 

relaxation of such steric crashes. Actually, we found that conventional MM methods did 

not work to generate Pi configuration due to fixed representation of chemical bonds (see 

Figure S2 for representative structure illustration in Supporting Information). 

We constructed a Ras-GDP-GAP system by using the snapshot structure obtained from 

each f-NVE. Positional rearrangement of atoms involved in the GTP hydrolysis reaction 

(PO3
− in GTP and WR) was performed by using QM/MM methods with Amber force 

field 1414 and PM3 level of theory29. QM/MM simulations were performed by using 

Amber20 built-in QM/MM interface. 

The QM region consists of WR and PO3
− in GTP, having 47 atoms in total. In this 

QM/MM procedure, we deleted the harmonic potential function for the interatomic bond 

between P and  in GTP by using ParmEd in Amber2028. This treatment is technically 

necessary to define the QM region as closed-shell electronic structure in our simulation 

environment.  

By referring to the earlier QM/MM study on GTP hydrolysis in Ras-GAP system21, we 

selected a water molecule as WR, which is found in the vicinity of P in GTP (a 

representative configuration will appear later). To obtain atomic coordinates of product 

state, interatomic distances discussed in the earlier QM/MM study were constrained by 
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employing harmonic potential with force constant of 500000 kcal/mol/Å2 (Table 1). The 

atom pairs were selected by recalling the earlier QM/MM study21. 

 

Table 1. Pairs of atoms for harmonic potentials in QM/MM simulations and the 

corresponding equilibrium distances. 

atom 1 atom 2 equilibrium distance [Å]

P in GTP O3 in GTP 3.05

P in GTP O in WR
† 1.54

O1 in GTP H in WR 0.96

O1 in GTP H in WR 1.92
 

†WR denotes reactant water molecule. 

 

The atomic coordinates except for those consisting of GTP and WR are frozen with 

ibelly algorithms. Electrostatic interaction was treated by the Particle Mesh Ewald 

method, where the real space cutoff was set to 9 Å. Interactions between QM and MM 

regions were considered by electrostatic embedding scheme. The atomic charge in the 

QM region was set to −1. 

 

Heat quenching simulations 

The setup for heat quenching simulations is basically the same as that for the b-NVE. 
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In the heat absorption scheme, the Ras-GDP-GAP system is combined with the Langevin 

thermostat with 100-ps-1 collision coefficient during the first 1-ps of b-NVE.    

Meanwhile, the energy minimization scheme employs atomic coordinate optimization 

for GDP and Pi in advance of b-NVE, where MM simulation with 100-step steepest 

descent method is followed by that with 400-step conjugate gradient method. The other 

atomic coordinates are frozen with ibelly algorism. A set of atomic velocities except for 

Pi were taken over as in the case of other NVE simulations. 

 

Analyses of MD trajectories 

Energy, hydrogen bond (HB) formation and root mean square deviation (RMSd) were 

calculated with the cpptraj module in AmberTools 20 package28. Energy was decomposed 

into three components, namely bonded energy (bond, angle, and dihedral terms), 

nonbonded one (electrostatic, van der Waals, 1-4 electrostatic and 1-4 van der Waals 

terms) and kinetic one. Nonbonded energy was calculated under free-boundary condition 

without distance cutoff.  

With regard to each 20-ns NPT MD trajectory, we calculated RMSd to the X-ray 

crystallography derived Ras-GAP complex structure24 using the backbone heavy atoms 

(i.e., C, N, C and O). RMSd for generated Pi structures was calculated for non-hydrogen 
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atoms in Pi structure, which was energetically optimized in vacuum with Hartree-Fock/6-

31G* level of theory by using Gaussian 09.22  

The geometrical criterion of HB formation is as follows: H-X distance was < 3 Å and 

X-H-Y angle was > 135˚, where X, Y and H denote acceptor, donor and hydrogen atoms, 

respectively. 

Molecular structures were illustrated using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD).30 

Error bars are calculated from standard error and indicate 95% confidence interval if there 

is no annotation. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Constructing GDP system from GTP system 

We performed 50 independent unbiased 20-ns NPT-MD simulations of Ras-GTP-GAP 

to obtain statistically dependable results. Considering temporal change of RMSd (Figure 

2), we assume that Ras-GAP complex reaches structural equilibrium by 20 ns. We then 

extended each MD trajectory by 106-ps under NVE condition. Each set of atomic 

coordinates with atomic velocities obtained from the NVE simulation (referred to as f-

NVE) was considered to construct a set of atomic coordinates with atomic velocities of 

the Ras-GDP-GAP system. 
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Prior to GTP-GDP conversion by QM/MM simulations, we confirmed for each of the 

50 snapshot structures whether the catalytic metal ion (Mg2+) and a reactant water 

molecule (WR) are coordinated near the GTP by recalling the results by earlier QM/MM 

study. In each of the 50 snapshot structures, Mg2+ is found around PO3
− and PO2

− in 

GTP (a representative structure is given in Figure 3A). Meanwhile, one reactant water 

molecule was found in the vicinity of P in GTP for the 49 snapshot structures. The 

remaining one structure loses such a water for the hydrolysis reaction, thus being 

excluded in the following discussion. We finally obtained 49 snapshot structures to 

construct atomic coordinates of Ras-GDP-GAP system. 

 

 

Figure 2. Time course change of root mean square deviation (RMSd) for the Ras-GTP-

GAP system. RMSd value at each time point is the average over the 50 independent 

simulations. 
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We carried out a QM/MM simulation for each of the 49 snapshot structures and 

converted GTP and WR into GDP and Pi (a representative structure is given in Figure 3B). 

RMSd for Pi to the representative Pi structure is 0.21 ± 0.02 [Å], denoting that the 

molecular configuration is finely generated by our QM/MM simulation. Atomic velocities 

except for those of Pi were taken over from the 106-ps NVE-MD simulations for Ras-

GTP-GAP system (see Materials and Methods for reason for setting atomic velocities of 

Pi to zero). 

  

 

Figure 3. Example of conversion from (A) Ras-GTP-GAP system into (B) Ras-GDP-

GAP system by employing the QM/MM simulation. GTP, GDP, inorganic phosphate 

and reactant water molecule are illustrated by solid sticks. Pink sphere is for Mg2+ ion. 

Catalytic residues (Lys16, Thr35 and Gln61 in Ras; Arg789 in GAP) are shown by 

transparent ball and stick. 

(B)

Arg789

Gln61

Lys16Thr35

(A)
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Heat generation through relaxation of Coulomb repulsive interaction between GDP 

and Pi 

Each of the 49 sets of atomic coordinates with atomic velocities for Ras-GDP-GAP 

system was used to following unbiased 106-ps NVE MD simulations (referred to as b-

NVE). We first analyzed three energy components, kinetic, bonded and nonbonded 

energy terms, with regard to GDP with Pi. We can find apparent increase of the kinetic 

energy of GDP with Pi within the first 0.1 ps (Figure 4A). The kinetic energy starts to 

relax around 0.1 ps and finally reaches to the equilibrium within several picoseconds. 

Then, increased kinetic energy is accompanied by GDP-Pi generation while it promptly 

dissipated within several picoseconds. Thus we can suppose this process as a conventional 

heat generation. 

It should be noted that kinetic energy of GDP and Pi increases from 41 to 64 kcal/mol 

by the first 1 ps (see Figure 4A). This value is c.a. several-fold greater than an expected 

macroscopic estimation for heat generation via triphosphate nucleotide hydrolysis. This 

observation clearly shows a conceptual gap between macroscopic energy balance of the 

hydrolysis reaction between equilibrium states and microscopic heat generation at the 

earlier phase of the hydrolysis reaction. 

We confirmed that the above heat generation is brought about by GTP-GDP conversion 
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by examining the reference system. Each of 106 NVE simulations for the Ras-GTP-GAP 

system, f-NVE, was simply continued under NVE condition without switching force 

fields. As shown in Figure S3, generation of atomic heats were not observed for this 

reference system. This result indicates that GTP-GDP conversion brought about the 

energy relaxation processes illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Time course analyses of mechanical energy for Ras-GDP-GAP system. (A) 

mechanical energy of GDP plus H2PO4
− and (B) the time derivative at each time 

point, where kinetic, bonded and nonbonded energies were shown with red, black and 

blue lines, respectively. (C)-(E) Energies of GDP and Pi; kinetic, bonded and 

nonbonded energies were for (C), (D) and (E), respectively. Intra GDP, intra Pi and 

inter GDP-Pi energies are shown with pink, orange and yellow lines, respectively. 
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The microscopic heat appears to be generated through the two mechanical steps. The 

initial heat generation, which occurs within the first 0.01 ps, is accompanied by relaxation 

of nonbonded energy of GDP with Pi (Figure 4A and B). The nonbonded energy is mainly 

attributed to Coulomb energy (see Figure S4). Then the above nonbonded energy-kinetic 

energy conversion directly supports the conjecture that kinetic energy is obtained from 

reduction of Coulomb repulsive energy. 

Simultaneously, decreasing nonbonded energy leads to increasing bonded energy in 

part. Relaxation of the stored bonded energy starts around 0.02 ps, then bringing about 

the second heat generation. This step was not referred to in the earlier conjecture and 

newly found in our atomistic MD simulation, since the conjecture was made from the 

energy transfer mechanism with a simple physical model rather than complicated full-

atomistic one as in this study.  

Bonded and nonbonded energies oscillate after 0.1 ps and reach equilibrium within 

several picoseconds. Recalling timescale of energy relaxation, we can say that the heat 

generation caused by GTP hydrolysis is classified into fairly high-speed processes in the 

context of biomacromolecular dynamics. 

We further examined mechanical energies for each of GDP and Pi, individually. The 
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initial heat generation, which occurs by the first 0.01 ps, is attributed to relaxation of 

nonbonded energy for Pi (Figure 4C and D). Meanwhile, GDP does not contribute to this 

heat generation, but rather shows subtle decrease of the kinetic energy and increase of the 

bonded energy. 

During the second heat generation in the period between 0.01 ps to 0.1 ps, bonded 

energies of Pi and GDP changes into their kinetic energies. At the end of the 106-ps NVE 

simulation, nonbonded interaction energy acting between GDP and Pi is subtly decreased 

but kept positive. This energetic stabilization is probably obtained through reorientation 

of hydrogen in Pi toward PO
2− in GDP. Retained repulsive interaction between GDP 

and Pi can be explained by a constraint that Pi is prohibited to be released from the Ras 

by GAP-binding and thus is bound around GDP. 

 

Configurational rearrangement of P-loop via GTP hydrolysis 

We next investigate the effect of GTP-GDP conversion on Ras protein by aiming to 

detect effects of GTP hydrolysis reaction. Since functional regions of Ras are found 

besides the catalytic sites, energetic terms for Ras functional regions (Switch I, Switch II, 

-helix 3 and P-loop; see Figure 1B) are discussed to examine the effect of GTP-GDP 

conversion. 
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Then, only P-loop shows significant change via the reaction (see Figures S5, S6 and 

S7 in Supporting Information for similar analyses for Switch I, Switch II and -helix 3, 

respectively). Kinetic and bonded energies of P-loop show immediate increases within 1 

ps and gradually return to their initial values (Figure 5A and B). Meanwhile, nonbonded 

energy of P-loop start to increase around 0.01 ps and retain the change even after 

relaxation of other two energy terms (Figure 5C). 

Increase of nonbonded energy for P-loop, 5.3 kcal/mol at the end of b-NVE, might be 

obtained from potential energy of GPD plus Pi. This potential energy decreases by 88.3 

kcal/mol via the 106-ps NVE MD simulations. Meanwhile decrease of whole potential 

energy of the Ras-GDP-GAP system is 83.1 kcal/mol (Figure 6). The difference between 

the two values appears to be stored in P-loop in the form of nonbonded energy. 
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Figure 5. Energetic and structural changes of P-loop in Ras after GTP-GDP 

conversion. (A)-(C) temporal changes of kinetic, bonded and nonbonded energies, 

where Ras-GTP-GAP system and Ras-GDP-GAP system are annotated by grey and 

black lines, respectively. (D) hydrogen bond formation between P-loop and reactant 

(GTP with reactant water molecule (WR))/product (GDP and inorganic phosphate (Pi)). 

Ras-GTP-GAP system is changed into Ras-GDP-GAP system at the switchover point, 

0 ps on the time course. (E) Representative illustration for configurational change of 

P via conversion from GTP and GDP. 
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The energetic change of P-loop can be explained by rearrangement of intermolecular 

hydrogen bond formation associated with P-loop, GTP and GDP with Pi. Figure 5D 

represents temporal change of hydrogen bond formation between P-loop and GTP with 

WR, and that between P-loop and GDP with Pi. GDP and Pi are separately examined in 

analyses of hydrogen bond formation with P-loop. As the counterparts in Ras-GTP-GAP 

system, GTP without PO3
− and PO3

− with WR were considered in similar hydrogen 

bond formation analyses. 

We can find that GDP finally forms greater number of hydrogen bond with P-loop by 

c.a. 0.5 than GTP without PO3
−. Meanwhile, Pi forms smaller number of hydrogen bond 

with P-loop than PO3
− with WR. Thus we suppose that the increasing non-bonded energy 

of P-loop in Ras-GDP-GAP system results from the rearrangement of P-loop associated 

Figure 6. Mechanical energy of Ras-GDP-GAP system. (A) kinetic energy. (B) 

potential energy (bonded energy plus nonbonded one). (C) total energy (sum of kinetic 

and potential energies). 
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hydrogen bond formation with GDP and Pi. 

The number of hydrogen bond between P-loop and GDP shows significant decrease at 

the force field switchover point. This is due to configurational change of PO3
− through 

modeling the product states (see Figure 5E for a representative configurations of PO3
−). 

We can find that PO3
− is reoriented to break hydrogen bonding with P-loop. 

This HB rearrangement occurs within several picoseconds and is still classified into 

relatively fast process, although the timescale appears to fall in the range of state-of-the-

art experimental observation methods for high-speed atomic motions 7, 8. Then the process 

discussed above could be tested by experimental studies in the future. 

It is noted that the energetic and structural changes are sustained even in the following 

20-ns unbiased NVE MD simulations (Figure 7). The rearrangement of hydrogen bond 

formation between P-loop and GDP-Pi is expected to furthermore affect those following 

reaction steps such as Ras-GAP dissociation and/or Pi release from Ras, which would be 

critical to re-activation process of Ras, GDP-GTP exchange by GEF. However, further 

investigation for this question is beyond the scope of this study, thus being left for future 

studies. 
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Effects of GDP-Pi production on P-loop 

With employing the SF2MD approach, we observed heat generation by GTP-GDP 

conversion and the following rearrangement of hydrogen bonds with regard to P-loop and 

GDP-Pi. Meanwhile, it is elusive so far whether the above structural change is brought 

about by the generated heat. Then we examine this problem by quenching heat generation 

with the two different simulation procedures.  

Firstly, the kinetic energy was absorbed into thermostat during the initial 1-ps in b-

NVE (Figure 8A and B). Bonded and nonbonded energies of P-loop start to increase 

around 0.01 ps and only the latter retain the change at the end of the NVE simulations 

 

Figure 7. Energetic and structural analyses for extended 20-ns NVE MD simulations 

for Ras-GDP-GAP system. (A) nonbonded energy of P-loop. (B) hydrogen bond 

formation between P-loop and products (GDP and Pi, shown by orange and pink lines, 

respectively). 
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(Figure 8C and D). The rearrangement of the hydrogen bond formation was observed 

even under this simulation condition (Figure 8E). It is noted that completion of the 

rearrangement takes 1 ps, then indicating that this heat absorption delays it by tenfold 

(compare Figure 8D with Figure 5C). Thermal quenched motion of GDP with Pi may 

delay encounter with P-loop and thus retard the rearrangement of hydrogen bond 

formation. Nonetheless, hydrogen bond rearrangement can still promptly occur under this 

heat suppression condition by the first 1 ps. 
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Secondly, Pi and GDP are energetically optimized in advance of the b-NVE, aiming to 

relax the repulsive interaction which can be converted into kinetic energy (Figure 9). We 

find that this simulation suppresses increase of kinetic energies for GDP with Pi and P-

loop (Figure 9A and B). Bonded energy of P-loop appears to be stable in the NVE 

simulations, while nonbonded energy of P-loop start to increase around 0.1 ps and retain 

the change at the end of the NVE simulations (Figure 9C and D). The rearrangement of 

 

Figure 8. Energetic and structural changes of Ras-GDP-GAP system with heat 

absorption by employing thermal bath during the first 1 ps. (A) mechanical energy of 

GDP plus Pi. (B)-(D) kinetic, bonded and nonbonded energies of P-loop. (E) hydrogen 

bond formation between P-loop and products (GDP and Pi). 
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the hydrogen bond formation was completed by 1 ps (Figure 9E). We find that the 

number of hydrogen bonds between GDP and P-loop starts from c.a. 3, a relatively large 

compared to the cases of the unbiased b-NVE and the heat absorption b-NVE discussed 

just above (compare Figure 9E with Figure 5D). Such a preformed hydrogen bonding 

should be due to the preliminary energetic optimization. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Energetic and structural changes of Ras-GDP-GAP system with preliminary 

optimization of GDP-Pi configuration. (A) mechanical energy of GDP plus Pi. (B)-(D) 

kinetic, bonded and nonbonded energies of P-loop. (E) hydrogen bond formation 

between P-loop and products (GDP and Pi). 
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Recalling the insights obtained from these two heat-quenching simulations, we can 

suppose that chemical conversion from GTP to GDP plays central roles in rearrangement 

of hydrogen bond formation with P-loop, without regard to heat generation via relaxation 

of repulsive interaction acting between GDP and Pi. This observation for significant effect 

of chemical conversion could be supported by the earlier experimental study on F1- 

ATPase31, which proposed the functional role of the ATP hydrolysis as inorganic 

phosphate release. We thus can assume that the functional expression pathways of Ras 

are fully imprinted in the atomic structure and is directly regulated by interaction with the 

binding ligand, either GTP or GDP. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

In the present study, we examined microscopic process of GTP hydrolysis of Ras-GTP-

GAP system by employing MD simulations with SF2MD. Our simulations are designed 

to verify the earlier conjecture that Coulomb repulsive interactions between GDP and Pi 

execute work upon Ras protein, and gave physicochemical insights into the heat 

generation via GTP hydrolysis. Furthermore, we found that the hydrolysis reaction 

brought about rearrangement of hydrogen bond formation between P-loop in Ras and 

GDP with Pi. This observation suggests the influence on the following reaction processes 
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such as Pi release from Ras and Ras-GAP dissociation. 

Interestingly, this structural change is essentially promoted by chemical conversion 

from GTP with reactant water into GDP with Pi, without regard to heat generation via the 

hydrolysis reaction. As found in the present and in the earlier studies12,13, kinetic energy 

generated by chemical reactions rapidly dissipates within several picoseconds and shows 

substantial fluctuation among individual trajectories. It is suggested that such fast-

dissipative energy generated via hydrolysis reaction is unable to certainly activate 

biologically important molecular dynamics, whose timescales usually fall within 

microseconds or larger. 

The above observation lets us assume that molecular machines working in the cell are 

designed to work in the cell without remarkably depending on heat generation process 

itself. The functional expression pathways of ATPase and GTPase may be imprinted into 

their atomic structures and be finely selected by interaction with the ligands, either ATP 

or ADP and GTP or GDP under physiological conditions. Such an idea is supported by 

the earlier experimental study on F1-ATPase31, then being interesting clue to understand 

the functional designs of ATPase and GTPase. This idea also appears to be useful when 

we design multiscale molecular dynamics simulations, since this kind of chemical 

reactions could be semi-empirically implemented as chemical conversion between 
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reactants and products without computationally expensive ab initio quantum chemical 

simulations, as demonstrated in the present study. 

We will further examine the above assumption by applying a similar theoretical 

procedure to other ATPase and GTPase proteins to investigate general roles of such 

chemical conversions in following mechanical processes in the future. 

 

Supporting Information 

The Supporting Information is available. Detailed procedures for MD simulations, 

Figures and Tables for additional analyses. 
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